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SPACE DEBRIS SURFACES:

PROBABILITY OF NO PENETRATION

VERSUS IMPACT VELOCITY AND OBLIQUITY

N. Elfer*,t, R. Meibaum*, G. Olsen**,t

Abstract
A unique collectionofcomputer codes,Space

Debris Surfaces (SD_SURF), have been developed

toassistin the designand analysisofspace debris

protection systems. SD_SURF calculates and

summarizes a vehicle'svulnerabilityto spacedebris

as a functionofimpact velocityand obliquity.

An SD_SURF analysis will show which

velocitiesand obliquitiesare the most probable to

cause a penetration.This determination can help

the analystselecta shielddesignthatisbestsuited

to the predominant penetrationmechanism. The

analysisalsosuggeststhe most suitableparameters

fordevelopment orverificationtesting.

The SD SURF programs offerthe option of

eitherFORTRAN programs or MicrosoftEXCEL

spreadsheetsand macros.The FORTRAN programs
work with BUMPERII. The EXCEL spreadsheets

and macros can be used independently or with

selected output from the SD_SURF FORTRAN

programs.
Examples willbe presented ofthe interaction

between space vehiclegeometry, the space debris

environment, and the penetration and critical

damage ballisticlimitsurfacesof the shieldunder
consideration.

Space debris probabilitycodes, BUMPERII

and Space Debris Vulnerability(SDV), analyze a

space vehicleas a facetedgeometry.1"4These codes

calculatethe probabilityofno penetrationforeach

facet based on the exposure area and the

penetration resistance (ballisticlimit)to each
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threat'simpact velocityand obliquity,as described

in the following sections.The output tellsthe

designerwhich areas are most vulnerable.

.En.zinmm_
The space debris environment is defined in

terms of a flux of particles of diameter, d, or larger,
dependant on the year of interest (due to assumed
growth in the environment and solar flux varia-

tions) and the spacecraft altitude. 4 Figure 1 shows
a flux versus d curve for typical parameters of
interest.
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Fig. 1. Impact flux versus space debris diameter.

The space debrisenvironment may be modeled
as a seriesofthreatsfrom discretedirections.For

low earth orbit (LEO), space debris may be

assumed toexistin circularorbits.This assumption

fixesthe orbitalvelocity.Debris cannot intercepta



spacecraftfrom more than approximately 10°above

orbelow a plane tangenttothe localEarth normal.
Otherwise the debris would enter the Earth's

atmosphere and be removed as a threat.Therefore,

the relativeimpact velocityin LEO isdetermined

by the orbitalvelocity,Vo, and the intersection

angle,_, ofthe two orbits.The impact velocity,Vi,
is:

.180°-0,
Vi = 2 Vo- cost_J

Figure2 shows the fractionofthe totalfluxcoming

from angles relativeto the directionofflight.The

relativeimpact velocityforthe intersectionof 388

km orbitsisalsoshown on the plot.
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Fig. 2. Angular and velocity distribution of flux.

BallisticLimitSurface

The spectrum of debrissizes,velocities,and

obliquitiesthat may impact a shield lead to a

varietyofpenetrationmechanisms. Figure 3 illus-

tratesa ballisticlimit surface for hypervelocity

impact on a multiwallshield.A projectilediameter

at a velocityand obliquityabove the surfacewill

penetratethe shield.A diameter below the surface

willnot penetrate the shield.There are several

penetrationmechanisms which are describedin

Fig.3. Changes in shieldparameters affecteach

penetrationmechanism differently.Therefore,itis

important for the designer to know what

penetrationmechanism has the greatesteffecton

the overallprobabilityofno penetration.

Itisnecessarytounderstand the consequences

of a penetration.A small penetration should be
avoided because ofpotentialdifficultiesin finding

and repairinga leak.However, a smallpenetration
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Fig. 3. Ballistic Limit Surface with multiple
penetration mechanisms.

does not resultin an immediate fatality.Critical

damage willbe definedas penetrationsresultingin

rapiddepressurizationas wellas catastrophiccrack

growth. There is a theoreticalthreat of bodily
injurydue tofragments,but thisismuch lesslikely

and willnotbe treatedinthispaper.

For Space StationFreedom, the criticalhole

size for too rapid depressurization has been

estimated as 10 cm in diameter. To get this

diameter,eithera largeprojectileorpetallingofthe

hole isnecessary.Conservativefractureanalyses

predictthatlargepetalsmay lead to catastrophic
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Fig. 4. Critical Damage Surfaces.
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rupture rather than simple

depressurization.

A criticaldamage limitsurfacesis

presented in Fig. 4. At high velocity
thereissufficientintermediatethermal

blanket/shieldto prevent crateringor

spall, and the rear wall fails by

momentum induced bulging and

petalling.This can open a hole or

propagatea cracktoa much largersize
than the initialdamage area. The

projectilediameter to cause critical

damage was estimatedtobe 50% larger

than the projectilediameter to cause

penetration. For low velocity

penetrationthe projectedarea of the

projectile,plus a damage zone, is I
assumed to control criticaldamage. I
This is a very rough assumption
because thereisinsufficientdata about

the momentum deposited in the rear
wall.The estimate of the size of the

damage zone willnot have a stronginfluenceon the

overallprobabilitybecause ofthe large projectile
size.

An alternative high-velocity penetration
mechanism may be wide area spall.A larger

particlewould then be necessaryto drivepetalling

and crackgrowth inthe rearwall,because much of
the momentum willbe transferredto the spall

fragment.To estimate the influenceofthisfailure

mechanism, the projectilediameter was assumed to
be 225% of the ballisticlimit diameter for the

followingcalculations.

Model Generation

* Supertab
NASTRAN
translator

I GEOMETRY
• Space Debris
• Meteoroids

ProbabilityAnalysis

The probabilityofno penetration(PNP) from
each directionand foreach element isbased on the

Poissondistributionforzeroevents:

( nthreats

PNPel = exp[- Z(Ni.Ai)'tI

\ i=l l

where (withconsistentunits)

Ni = flux that penetrates from each threat

direction,i,

= 4-fi.Nr(di).

Nr = flux on a randomly tumbling plate

(specificationdefinition)of diameter d or

larger,di isthe diameter to penetrateat

the velocity and obliquity of the ith

threat.

fi = fractionoffluxfrom threatdirection.

RESPONSE I

• Space Debris
• Meteoroids

I+ I

SHIELD I
,e Space DebrisMeteoroid8

Fig. 5. BUMPERII Modules, Input and Output.

A i = projected area of the facet in the flux
direction.

t = exposuretime.

The totalPNP isdetermined by the productof

the PNP foreach element.

nelements

PNPtotal = I'_PNPj

j=l

Figure 5 shows the BIYMPERII modules and

their input and output as they calculatePNP.

BUMPERII startswith a SuperTab output file

finiteelement model ofthe spacecraR.
The GEOMETRY module of BUMPERII

calculatesthe projected area of the elements

exposed toeach threatdirection.A significantpart

of thiscalculationis intercomponent shadowing.

This can be a very time consuming processfor a

largemodel.
The RESPONSE module creates a ballistic

limit surface from a menu of user selected

penetrationequations.The ballisticlimitforeach

shieldofinterestisstoredin a matrix forevery0.25

km/s and 5° obliquity.This isalsostoredinbinary
form in the computer. Another BUMPERII code,

RPLOT, reads the binary fileand puts out a

formattedfilewith the ballisticlimitat 0°,15°,30°,

45°,and °60 obliquityfor2D plots.
The SHIELD module calculatesthe PNP for

any range of element numbers requested by the

analyst.SHIELD alsohas an option to create a

SuperTab fileto plotprobabilitycontours on the

originalgeometry model.
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SD SURF Analysis Annroach

To design the most effective shield, the
analyst must know which penetration or damage
mechanism is predominant. It is the goal of the
SD_SURF computer programs to provide this
information.

The flux associated with each point on the

ballistic limit surface can be weighted by the prob-
ability of an impact at that particular velocity and
obliquity.

PNP(V,6) = exp[-N(d).A(V,6).t]

where A(V,6)isthe totalarea ofthe spacecraftthat

willbe impacted at an obliquity,6,from a debris

particle at velocity,V, and N(d) is the flux
associatedwith the diameter d thatjustpenetrates

atV and 6.
There isa differencein the PNP calculatedfor

a unitarea ata singlevelocityand obliquityversus

distributingthe area overtwo bracketingvelocities

and two bracketingobliquities.This is due .tothe

non-linearrelationshipbetween fluxand diameter.

On the other hand, the analysis of a curved surface
in BUMPERII is more accurate only if the size of
the facets is smaller than the five-degree incre-
ments used on the RESPONSE and AREA
SURFACE tables.

SD SURF - FORTRAN Version

The interrelationship of the FORTRAN
modules of SD_SURF is shown in Fig. 6. SD_SURF
acts as a post-processor of BUMPERII-RESPONSE
and GEOMETRY output. It provides additional
information not readily obtainable from
BUMPERII.

The A_SURF module reads the BLrMPERII-

GEOMETRY binary output to create the exposed
area matrix as a function of velocity and obliquity.
Rather than lump the area of one facet at the
nearest velocity and obliquity, A_SURF uses the
lever rule to distribute the projected area, for one
facet and one threat, over the four nearest
velocities and obliquities. The sum of the exposed
areas is equal to the area reported by BUMPERII.

The A_SURF module puts out both an
unformatted file and a formatted file. The unfor-

matted binary file can be read by the P_SURF
module. The formatted text file can be used to

check the output manually, or it can be read by the
EXCEL modules as described in the next section.

The P_SURF module reads in the A_SURF
and RESPONSE output files, and uses the same
flux routines in BUMPERII-SHIELD to calculate

the flux.area.time (NAT) array. A text based con-

tour map is generated, which should be compatible

with any FORTRAN platform, and also a text file
that may be used with sophisticated graphics pack-

ages. Examples of the contour plots will be shown
in the examples in the next section of this paper.

The final FORTRAN module is R_PLOTS. It is

used to translate BUMPERII-RESPONSE output
files to text formatted files. The text formatted file

is set up at 0.5 km/s and five-degree increments
rather than the 0.25 km/s and five-degree incre-

ments used by RESPONSE. Commas are used as
delimiters to ease import by the EXCEL modules.

SD SURF - EXCEL 3.0 Version

The EXCEL version can be used both as an

alternative or a complement to the FORTRAN
version. The EXCEL version is not as fast or as

"turnkef' as a FORTRAN application. However, it
has the advantages of a spreadsheet: customized

calculations and analyses are simple to generate;
error checking is very easy; there is quick access to
graphing.

The structure of the EXCEL version is shown

in Fig. 7. The backbone of the PNP calculation is
the PNP_Template. There are several different
areas on the worksheet:

• Ballistic Limit surface, diameter to penetrate
in increments of 0.5 km/s and five degrees of
obliquity. (It is created on a Ballistic Limit
Template or imported from RESPONSE via
R_PLOT 5.)

• Environment definition including year, solar
flux level (explicit or calculated), and altitude.

• Flux calculation for each diameter in the

ballistic limit surface. (This is a function macro
that is defined on the function macro
worksheet.)

• Area Surface, A(V,6), created using
Area_Maker Macro, or imported from
A_SURF.

• Flux • Area • Time, N.A.T, for each V and 6.
(The summation of these cells is used to

calculate the PNP.)

Function macros operate as subroutines and
are used to calculate ballistic limits or flux for

appropiate input values. Command macros provide

control of files and the pasting of named arrays
from ballistic limit and area templates to the PNP_
Template.Any ofthe templatesmay be customized

and saved by any name forlateruse.Hardcoding

the names would make iteasierfora new user,but

the flexibilityprovidedby usinggeneralnames was

deemed tobe more important.
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Fig. 6. SD_SURF - FORTRAN and BUMPERII Modules, Input and Output.

Optional Input from
FORTRAN programs:

R PLOT5 Output

A_SURF Output
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Fig. 7. SD_SURF - EXCEL and SD_SURF - FORTRAN Modules, Input and Output.



The Area Surface maybe created on the

Area_Template using the Area_Maker Macro. The

analyst selectsthe geometry desiredfrom a pull-

down menu. The standard geometriesare shown in

Fig. 8. The specificgeometry is entered in cus-

tomized dialogboxes.Each facetisanalyzedateach

velocityincrement.This iseffectively64 threats(at

equally spaced velocities),compared to the 45
threatdefaultinBUMPERII.

SD_SURF for EXCEL lacks some of the

featuresof BUMPERII. BUMPERII must be used

for shadowing analysisin GEOMETRY, multiyear

flux averaging in SHIELD, or the extensive itera-
tions required to run PEN4 in RESPONSE.
However, the GEOMETRY and RESPONSE output
may be imported via the FORTRAN A_SURF and

R_PLOT5 programs. Multiyear flux calculations
can be programmed into the EXCEL macros with a

corresponding increase in analysis time.

Probability Studies

The A_SURF program and the Area-Template

calculatethe effectiveexposed area at each velocity

and obliquity.Figure 9 illustratesthe analysisofa

fiatplatethatisorientededge on tothe directionof

flight (90 degrees yaw in Fig. 8). The first part of
the analysis is the calculation of the projected area

relative to each impact velocity direction. Figure 9
(b) shows the probability associated with each

impact velocity. Figure 9(c) shows the final result
after multiplying the projected areas by the relative
probability.

A_SURF reveals the coarseness, or granular-
ity, in the spacecraft model and debris threat in the
GEOMETRY analysis. The default of 45 threat

directions in BUMPER gives only 22 velocities due

to symmetry. This will produce gaps along the
velocity axis. _Waves" on the surface are an artifact

of the coarseness of the modelling. The sphere is an
easy shape to analyze since it looks the same from

any direction. (That is why it is a separate option in
the AREA_Maker macro.) The projected area from
any direction is shown in Fig. 10. Also shown is its
appearance if it were modelled using facets that
cover15 degreesof curvature.The granularity,or
wavinessisobvious.

The sphereisalsoa good representationofthe

surfacearea of any spacecraftthat is not Earth

oriented.Itwillappear tobe randomly tumbling to

the debrisflux and average out to the oblique
impactson a spherewiththe same surfacearea.
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Fig. 8 AREA_MAKER Available Geometries
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on to the direction of flight. (The surface
normal Is in the y axis In Fig. 8.)

Since the distributionsare not smooth, the

analystmust recognizethatadjacentcellsallwith

moderately high impact ratescan be more signifi-

cant than a singlecellwith the maximum impact

rate.

penetrationAna]vsis

Figure 11 shows the P_SURF analysisofthe

effectivearea in Fig.9.This isan example ofthe

text-basedcontourplot.The ballisticlimitwas the

RESPONSE output fora 0.050 inch bumper, four

inch standoff, MLI, and a 0.125 inch 2219

aluminum rear wall, using the BUMPERII

regression equation and default analysis of
Wilkinsonmomentum failure.

Figure 12 is an illustrationof the velocities

and obliquitiesforwhich most penetratingimpacts

couldoccuron one earlyconceptfora spacestation
module. (The same RESPONSE ballisticlimitsur-

faceisused as in the previousexample.)Itcan be

noted thatBUMPER analyzedthe PNP forone year

as 99.88305%, while P_SURF calculated it as
99.88475%.The effectiveareawas identical.But,as

mentioned previously,partitioningthe area to

discretevelocitiesand obliquitieswillaffectthe

result,justas assuming a curved surfaceisrepre-

sentedby a fiatfacet.The probabilityofpenetration
(POP : 1 - PNP) was 0.11695% for BUMPERII to

0.11525% forP_SURF. The percentchange between
the two is1.5% ofthe POP.

CHticalDnma_e Analysis
Mathematically the calculations for the

probabilityof no criticaldamage (PNCD) are no
differentfrom the PNP calculationsexcept that a

criticaldamage surface is used instead of the

ballisticlimitsurface forpenetration.Use of the

previouslydescribedcriticaldamage limitsgivesa
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Fig. 10. Armlysis of a sphere.
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Fig. 11. P_SURF analysis of flat plate In Fig. 9.

PNCD of 99.965 and 99.985, for momentum tearing
and spall failure mechanisms respectively.
Comparison of the probability of critical damage to
the probability of penetration (POCD/POP) shows
the chance of a critical failure if penetration should
occur. This ranges between 10% and 25%, depend-
ing on the critical damage limit that is used.

It may be noted that the environment defini-
tion does not include collision avoidance for track-

able debris (> 10cm). This may not be significant for
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Fig. 12. P_SURF analysis of a SSF module.

penetration of the baseline design, but collision
avoidance can affect the flux of particles capable of

causing critical damage.

The SD_SURF collection of computer codes

provides valuable design information:

• The most likely velocities and obliquities to
cause a penetration are displayed. This is
useful in shield selection and verification.

= Granularity in the model facets and assumed
threat environment is displayed. Plots also
provide an overall "sanity check" on the
model.

An additional benefit of the structure of the
code is that the intermediate results are contained

in fairly small matrices. This allows the following
uses:

° Computations may be made in easily

modifiedspreadsheets.

• Fast recalculation is possible for opti-
mizationstudies.
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